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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The Government of Georgia (GOG) has applied for a loan from the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB) (USD 415 million) and European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD) (USD 60 million) to finance the construction of (i) a 23 kilometer 
(km) long bypass road between Kvesheti and Kobi (the project road), (ii) about 10 km 
of all-weather local access roads that will serve eight roadside towns and villages, and 
(iii) a multipurpose visitor center for the Khada Valley. The project road will provide 
opportunities for tourism development by improving the access to the Gudauri ski 
resort and Kazbegi National Park. The project road will be constructed to two-lane 
asphalt surfaced standard, with an additional climbing lane along 70% of the alignment. 
The project road includes 5 tunnels of total length 10.5 km, one of which is 9 km long, 
and 6 bridges of total length about 1.6 km, including a high-level concrete arch 
structure. In addition, the proposed project will strengthen the capacity of the RD and 
technical universities on construction, operation, and maintenance of large bridges and 
tunnels. Construction activities for the Kvesheti-Kobi entail land acquisition and 
resettlement (LAR). To satisfy the ADB Safeguards Policies Statement Update of 2009 
(SPS 2009) and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) 
Environmental and Social Policy 2014: Performance Requirement (EBRD PR 5) the 
Roads Department of the Ministry of Regional Development and Infrastructure of 
Georgia (RDMRDI) - the Program Implementing Agency (IA), has prepared two 
implementation-ready Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plans (LARP) for both 
Tunnel section (km 12+720 – km 22+751) and Road Section (km 0+000 – km 12+700) 
of the Kvesheti-Kobi road under the North-South Corridor (Kvesheti-Kobi) Road 
Project. 

2. The LARP Road Section (km 0+000 – km 12+700) was approved by ADB as fitting the 
requirements of the SPS 2009 on August 30, 2019. This compliance report refers to 
issues pertaining to the implementation of Lot 2/Road Section.

II. BACKGROUND

1. Implementation Status of LARP Road Section

3. The implementation of LARP Road Section has been commenced in September 2019.  

2. Scope and the objective of this Compliance Report

4. This Compliance Report No 2-1 (CR2-1) is prepared by the External Monitoring 
Consultant (EMC) hired by the Road Department of Georgia with two objectives: a) 
document LARP compliance along the road segment km 0+400 - km 0+800 where 
LARP implementation is foreseen for only one informally used land plot # 16 where 
attempts for registration are ongoing and the plot is being disputed by the co-users; 
compensation for the land plot to be delivered for the rightful user once the dispute is 
solved will be placed on escrow account; document LARP compliance along the road 
segments ( km 2+100 - km 2+500; km 3+600 - km 5+300; km 8+550 - km 10+050) 
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which is LAR free and; b) inform the request to ADB for a letter of no-objection to early 
civil works implementation in those road segments1.

5. The LAR processes will be implemented in sections. This compliance report covers all 
affected areas of the road between km 0+400 - km 0+800; km 2+100 - km 2+500; km 
3+600 - km 5+300; km 8+550 -km 10+050, covered by the LARP Road Section (partial 
sections). Throughout this report, this section will be referred to as Section CR2-1. 

6. The figure below depicts the entire Road Section and section to which this CR pertains 
to. 

Figure 1 – CR2-1 Section Map 

1 The Compliance Report aims to determine whether the compensation program has been carried out 
based on the provisions of the LARP, Georgian laws and ADB policy, and with confirmation of displaced 
persons (DP) satisfaction. A goal of external monitoring is also to assess relevance, efficiency, 
effectiveness and impact of the LAR processes and to suggest any corrective measures if necessary. 
The ADB accepted and approved LARP Compliance Report for any agreed section of the road is a 
precondition to the commencement of civil works in the section to which it pertains. 
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Figure 2 – CR2-1 km 0+400 – km 0+800

 

Figure 3 – CR2-1 km 2+100 – km 2+500 
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Figure 4 – CR2-1 km 3+600 – km 5+300 

Figure 5 – CR2-1 km 8+550 – km 10+050

3. Methodology

7. The external monitoring process entails triangulated approach for monitoring of LARP 
preparation, implementation and post-implementation activities. Process includes 
collection of data through desk review and field study. Due to specifics of CR2-1, the 
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majority of the road segments is LAR free and there is only one informally used land 
plot that is being disputed by co-users and implementation is not completed, thus no 
satisfaction survey has been conducted. The site visit aimed at visual inspection of the 
CR2-1 sections. Apart from the desk review, site visit and information collected through 
interviews with local government, local population, company responsible for LARP 
preparation, as well as materials of inventory studies are used for developing this CR.

8. Secondary data review implied the evaluation of the data and compliance of Detailed 
Measurement Survey and Census, as well as the minutes of meetings. 

9. Grievance log prepared by RDMRDI was checked in order to understand the nature of 
the registered grievances and the follow up actions taken by the RDMRDI. 2 
grievances for the sections covered in CR2-1 are received by the Roads Department. 
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III. COMPLIANCE WITH LARP COMPENSATION
1. Entitlements

10. The entitlement matrix as specified in the approved LARP is reproduced in the 
following pages.

Table 1 – Entitlement Matrix

Type of Loss Application Definition of 
AH/Aps

Compensation 
Entitlements

Land
Registered 
Owner/Legal:
Owner with full 
registration 

Cash compensation at full 
replacement cost based on 
current market value. If the 
residual plot becomes unviable 
for cultivation, the project will 
acquire it if the owner so desire.

Legalizable Owner:
(APs with title 
formalization pending 
and APs who are not 
registered but 
legitimately use the 
land and have 
residential land or 
agricultural plots 
adjacent to the 
residential land)

The ownership rights of these 
APs will be recognized, the land 
registered in NAPR and the 
APs provided with cash 
compensation at full 
replacement cost. 

Agricultural Land:
Permanent land loss, 
access or damage.

AP losing productive 
land regardless of 
impact severity 

Non-legal/Informal 
Settler:
APs that are not 
legitimate land users or 
squatters 

Non-legalizable APs losing 
agricultural land plot will be 
compensated with one-time 
allowances in cash equal to a 
minimum monthly subsistence 
allowance for a 5 members 
family for 12 month period 
where land is actively cultivated, 
or 3 month period where land is 
barren/unused.

Agricultural Tenant Full Compensation of income of 
lost crops x the remaining years  
(up to 4 years) of lease, unless 
otherwise provided by the lease 
agreement.  In case of tenancy 
no crop compensation will be 
given to the land owner, and  
implementing agency, in 
consultation with local 
government, will provide 
assistance to the tenant with 
the search of replacement 
lease/tenancy

Registered 
Owner/Legal:
(Owner with full 
registration)

Cash compensation at full 
replacement cost.  

Non-Agricultural 
Land

AP losing their 
commercial/ 
residential land 

Legalizable Owner: The ownership rights of these 
APs will be recognized, the land 
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Type of Loss Application Definition of 
AH/Aps

Compensation 
Entitlements

(Legalizable owners 
according to active 
legislation)

registered in NAPR and the 
APs provided with cash 
compensation at full 
replacement cost.

Non-legal/Informal 
Settler
 (Without 
registration/valid 
documents using land 
permanently.)

Non-legalizable APs losing a 
land plot, which is the only land 
plot used for residence or 
providing the main source of 
income for the AH, will be 
compensated with one-time 
allowances in cash equal to a 
minimum monthly subsistence 
allowance for a 5 members 
family for 12 month period. This 
only applies to physically 
displaced APs who do not 
have other residence. 

Temporary Impact on 
land plot 

N/A N/A Temporary land impacts will be 
compensated based on the 
productive value of the plot 
during the period of impact and 
after their use will be re-
established by the EA at the 
pre- impact productive 
conditions. 

Buildings and Structures
Residential and non-
residential 
structures/assets

All AHs regardless of 
their legal ownership/ 
registration status 
(including legalizable 
and Informal Settlers)

Cash compensation for loss of 
building/structures at full 
replacement costs free of 
depreciation and transaction 
costs

Loss Of Community Infrastructure/Common Property Resources
Loss of common 
property resources

Community/Public 
assets

Community/Governme
nt

Reconstruction of the loss of 
resource/asset in consultation 
with community and restoration 
of their functions.

Loss of Income and Livelihood
Crops Affected standing 

crops or agricultural 
land, used permanently 
for crop cultivation.

All APs regardless of 
legal status (including 
legalizable and 
Informal settlers)

Crop compensation in cash at 
market rate for gross crop value 
of expected harvest. 

Trees Trees affected All APs regardless of 
legal status (including 
legalizable and 
Informal settlers)

Cash compensation at market 
rate on the basis of type, age 
and productive value of the 
trees.  (based on the expected 
yield of the tree, multiplied by 
the number of years required to 
grow a tree of equivalent 
productivity).

Business/Employme
nt

Business/employme
nt loss

All APs regardless of 
legal status (including 
legalizable and 
Informal settlers) 

Owner: 
(i) (permanent impact) cash 
indemnity of 1-year net income 
or in the absence of income 
proof,  or in cases where APs 
have paid tax based on a flat 
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Type of Loss Application Definition of 
AH/Aps

Compensation 
Entitlements

rate, they will receive 
compensation equal to 12 
months minimum subsistence 
allowance.   
(ii) (Temporary impact) cash 
indemnity of net income for 
months of business stoppage. 
Assessment to be based on tax 
declaration or, in its absence, 
minimum subsistence 
allowance for months of 
business stoppage;

Permanent worker/employees: 
indemnity for lost wages equal to 
actual wage for 3 month or  in 
case of absence of tax 
declaration, one-time minimum 
subsistence allowance in cash for 
3 months. For all the above,  
some acceptable official 
documents need to be presented, 
ie. salary payment document, 
accountant/financial report.

Allowances
Severe Impacts Physical relocation 

or loss of >10%  of 
productive assets 

All severely affected 
AHs including informal 
settlers

Agricultural income: 1 
additional crop compensation for 
1 year’s yield of affected land or 
an allowance covering 3 months 
of minimum subsistence, 
whichever is higher - or, for other 
incomes: an allowance covering 
3 months of minimum 
subsistence.

Livelihood 
restoration

APs losing more 
than 10% of their 
agricultural 
productive assets

All severely affected 
households AHs 
including informal 
settlers

Agricultural livelihood 
restoration: Two times 
annual harvest yields (at 
verified market rates) for all 
types of crops (inclusive of 
hay) and trees from the area 
affected by the land take, for 
all severely affected 
households. If this amount is 
less than 3 months minimum 
subsistence allowance, 3 
months of minimum 
subsistence allowance will be 
paid instead. 

APs losing more 
than 10% of their 
non-agricultural 
productive assets

All severely affected 
households including 
informal settlers

Non-agricultural livelihood 
restoration: A  livelihood 
restoration package of 3 
months of minimum 
subsistence.

Relocation/Shifting Transport/transition 
costs

All AHs to be relocated An allowance covering 
transport and livelihood 
expenses for the transitional 
period. (200 GEL as vehicle 
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Type of Loss Application Definition of 
AH/Aps

Compensation 
Entitlements

hire charge + minimum 
subsistence allowance for 3 
months. 

Vulnerability 
Allowance

AHs below poverty 
line, AHs headed by 
women, AHs headed 
by disabled people and 
refugee’ 
households/internally 
displaced people. 

One-time minimum subsistence 
allowance in cash for 3 months 
and employment priority in 
project-related jobs where 
feasible.
Additional assistance in kind will 
be provided to facilitate 
relocation or transition – this 
may include (logistics, 
relocation planning, assistance 
with replacement housing 
search, as appropriate).

Unforeseen impacts 
during construction, 
including temporary 
impacts and impacts 
on livelihoods not 
otherwise assessed.

Impacts during 
construction to 
properties or assets 
out of the corridor of 
impact or RoW

All APs Due compensation to be 
assessed and paid when the 
impacts are identified based on 
the above provisions and on the 
requirements of SPS 2009 and 
EBRD PR 5.

Temporary impacts Any temporary impact caused 
by the use of land for camp or 
as a temporary disposal area, 
will be regulated by private 
agreements between the 
Contractor and the land 
owners. 

Should such temporary impacts 
also affect persons using 
pasture lands other than the 
owners, adequate livelihood 
assistance for loss of hay and 
grazing grounds will also be 
assessed and provided during 
implementation.

Impacts related to 
spoil disposal areas 
and construction 
camps.

Permanent impacts 

APs using affected 
pasture lands

Any permanent impact on land 
caused by the use of land for 
permanent disposal of 
unsuitable material or debris 
remaining after demolition of 
existing parts of the road, will be 
adequately compensated as 
per the provisions set up in the 
LARP.  In addition, adequate 
livelihood assistance for loss of 
hay and grazing grounds, if any, 
will be assessed and provided 
during implementation. 
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2. LARP Road Section

11. The following subsections describe the compensation measures stipulated in LARP in 
comparison to the actual compensation tallies. Sub sections include land compensations, 
compensations for perennial and annual crops, residential houses/apartments, auxiliary 
structures as well as fences. The section also covers the comparison between the allowances 
(allowances were entitled to vulnerable AHs, losing more than 10% of the assets/severe 
impact and allowance for relocations costs in case of losing the residential house/apartment) 
stipulated in LARP and the compensations delivered to the AHs. 

3. Land
a) Comparison with LARP

12. CR2-1 (km 0+400 - km 0+800; km 2+100 - km 2+500; km 3+600 - km 5+300; km 8+550 
-km 10+050) covers the area owned by state, except 1 land plot #16 According to the LARP, 
only one plot initially inventoried as registered can be found between km 0+480 – km 0+560. 
The land plot # 16 is not registered and is informally used by the AH inventoried in LARP 
(user)2 and co-user not inventoried in LARP.  

13. The Detailed Measurement Survey3 visual materials depicting the cut-off date period 
(22 June, 2018) was reviewed in order to make sure than no signs of land cultivation or any 
other assets are identified on the state land. Additionally, site visit was conducted that aimed 
at physical inspection of the CR2-1 sections. 

14. The agricultural plots were valued based on the productivity/income method, while 
residential and other plots were valued based on the market price and plots position in 
relations with the Project road. The table below describes the land categories and the unit 
rates of each type of land as stipulated in LARP Road Section. 

Table 2 – Land Categories

Type Purpose Compensation value of 1 m2 
land plot, Gel

I Land with frontage on main road (Kvesheti-Arakhveti) 65

II Other land plots in Kvesheti-Arakhveti area 40

III Land plots in Zakatkari 6.8

IV Land in Khada valley 5.6

V State land 0

VI Non-legalizable land*  -*
*AP will an allowance for informal land use in cash equal to a minimum monthly subsistence allowance for a 5 
members family for 12-month period where land is actively cultivated, or 3 month period where land is 
barren/unused.

2 The DP / AH inventoried in the LARP is referred in the document as user, while the other DP who 
claimed the partial use the land plot #16 recently, is referred as co-user in the document.
3 Survey materials collected during the inventory studies includes situational maps, photos and videos 
of the project affected land plots as of cut-off date. 
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15. The user of the land plot has applied to NAPR for registration of the land plot # 16 in 
August 2018, although the registration was refused by NAPR. The land user did not provide 
NAPR any documents proving ownership or leglizable rights on the land plot, NAPR applied 
to Standing Commission of Recognition of Property Rights on Squatted Land of Dusheti 
Municipality Mayor; the commission after studying the case and identifying its proximity to river 
applied to Ministry of Environmental Protection and Agriculture of Georgia (MEPA). MEPA 
confirmed that since the land plot is located in the close vicinity of river Aragvi, river protection 
line might be covering the land plot; the river protection line for the rivers up to 50km is 20 
meters calculated on both sides of the river. The commission took the decision according to 
the “Law of Georgia on Recognition of Property Rights of the Parcels of Land Possessed 
(Used) by Natural Persons and Legal Entities under Private Law” article 51  paragraph 7 “If the 
request of an interested person for recognition of the property right to squatted land does not 
satisfy provisions of this Law, or the attached documents do not confirm the fact of squatting, 
the commission shall make a written decision refusing to recognise the property right.” NAPR 
based on the commission ordinance and as per law “On the Public Registry” article 23 took 
the decision to refuse the registration process4. According to the LARP, the AH was entitled 
for land compensation, although due to the land status AH is only entitled to receive 
compensation for informal land use. 
16. Even though LARP inventoried land plot under usage of 1 AH, the land plot has a co-
user. Co-user is not an immediate member of the family (the relation between the co-users is 
uncle/nephew). The co-user of the land has applied to RD with the two letters on October 10 
and October 16 2019. In one letter co-user of the land plot #16 is stating that no compensation 
should be disbursed for the land plot # 16 without his consent. In another letter, the co-user is 
asking RD to provide the project design and the current condition of the river bed in relation 
to the project.  RD provided the answer and the situational map of the land plot in relation to 
the project to the complainant (additional information regarding the complaints can be found 
in Section IV Grievances). 
17. During the communications with RD, it was mentioned by the co-user of the land plot 
#16 that he himself will apply for the registration, although no application to NAPR was 
identified by the time of preparation of this CR. 
18. Amounts necessary for compensation of the land plot # 16 (amounts necessary for 
land compensation including land acquisition in case of successful registration, compensation 
for informal use, all assets and respective allowances) will be placed on escrow account, while 
the co-users are attempting to register the land plot or solved the dispute between themselves 
on sharing of compensation amount. 
19. Due to the inaccuracy in the LARP the compensation for the land # 16 (the land plot 
was inventoried as registered and the compensation was calculated as for the registered land) 
was GEL 50400, as current status of the land plot # 16, the due amount to be distributed is 
GEL 1153.25The AH is entitled for a 3-month minimum subsistence allowance since the land 
plot # 16 is not actively cultivated. The table below describes the compensation for the land 
as planned under the LARP versus the implementation of the LARP. 

Table 3 – Overall Land Impacts and Compensation (CR2-1)
LARP/CR2-1 Actual delivered/ CR2-1 Remaining/ CR2-1

4 The details of the process and the reasons for refusal of registration can be found on 
https://naprweb.reestri.gov.ge/
5 The compensation for informal use is calculated as per LARP as the updated minimum subsistence 
value for 3 months. The minimum subsistence for a family of 5 is GEL 384.4 per month as per October, 
2019.

https://naprweb.reestri.gov.ge/
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0
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2 40 1
1

1260 50400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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0
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b) Compliance

20. For the section covered by this CR2-1, compensation for 1 land plot (# 16) informally 
used by co-users has to be delivered. The land plot will not be accessed by the contractor until 
the compensation for the informally used land is delivered to the co-users. Other sections of 
CR2-1 are LAR free and therefore are in compliance with the approved LARP and 
requirements of SPS 2009.

4. Buildings and Structures

21. The LARP Road Section will totally affect the residential buildings of six and 
commercial buildings of two households. None of these buildings are located within the road 
sections covered by this compliance report CR2-1.

c) Compliance

22. The road segments covered under CR2-1 are in compliance with the with the approved 
LARP and requirements of SPS 2009. 

5. Crops

a) Comparison with LARP

23. The Project will totally affect 30,750 m2 of cropped land owned by 85 AHs. None of 
these cropped land plots are located within the sections covered by this compliance report 
CR2-1.  
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24. The Project will totally affect 2,057 trees owned by 88 AHs. There are 43 trees 
inventoried on the land plot # 16 owned by 1 AH. The compensation to be delivered to the co-
users is GEL 19371. .

b) Compliance

25. For the section covered by this CR2-1,GEL 19371 is to be paid to land users. The land 
plot will not be accessed by the contractor until the compensation for the trees is delivered to 
the co-users. Other sections of CR2-1 are LAR free and therefore are in compliance with the 
with the approved LARP and requirements of SPS 2009. 

6. Businesses and Employment  

a) Comparison with LARP 

26. The LARP Road Section will totally affect 2 commercial buildings. One of the affected 
business building is a kiosk and is eligible for compensation for loss of the building and loss 
of the business. The second affected business building is a restaurant which started to operate 
after the Cut-off-date (22 June 2018), thus is only eligible for the loss of building. None of these 
buildings are located within the road sections covered by this compliance report CR2-1

b) Compliance

27. The road segments covered under CR2-1 are in compliance with the with the approved 
LARP and requirements of SPS 2009. 

7. Allowances

a) Comparison with LARP

28. According to the LARP there are 4 kinds of allowances applicable to this CR2-1: 
allowances for severe impacts, livelihood restoration, relocation/shifting, and vulnerability 
allowance.

29. The Project will severely affect 94 households with 390 DPs. There are 25 AHs (119 
DPs) whose members belong to vulnerable groups. Out of these 25 AHs, 22 AHs are severely 
affected. 

30. According to LARP, 1 AH is eligible for severe impact allowance, as 50% of the land 
plot was impacted by the project (1260 sqm against 2500 sqm of the registered land plots 
owned by the AH). GEL 1153.26 is to be delivered to users of the land as a compensation for 
the severe impact. According to LARP, 1 AH is eligible for vulnerability allowance. GEL 1153.2 
is to be delivered to 1 AH as a compensation for vulnerability as inventoried by the LARP. The 

6 The compensation for informal use is calculated as per LARP with the updated minimum subsistence 
value. The minimum subsistence for a family of 5 is 384.4 as per October, 2019.
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vulnerability status of the co-user of the land plot not inventoried during the preparation of the 
LARP has to be considered during delivery of the vulnerability compensation. 

b) Compliance

31. For the section covered by this CR2-1, GEL 2306.4 is to be delivered to land users for 
severe impact and vulnerability for 1 land plot (#16) only. Other sections of CR2-1 are LAR 
free and therefore in compliance with the approved LARP and requirements of SPS 2009.  

8. Other Assets 

c) Comparison with LARP

32. According to LARP, CR2-1 covered 21 meters long wooden and 15 meters long stone 
fence and the compensation for the fence is GEL 504.24.  The compensation is to be delivered 
to users of the land plotError! Bookmark not defined.. The photos below depict the existing 
fence of the AH. 

Figure 6 – Fence of AH on Land plot # 16  

d) Compliance

33. For the section covered by this CR2-1, GEL 504.24 is to be delivered to the users of 
the one land plot (# 16). The land plot will not be accessed by the contractor until the 
compensation for the trees is delivered to the AH. Other sections of CR2-1 are LAR free and 
therefore are in compliance with the approved LARP and requirements of SPS 2009.  
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9. Livelihood Restoration  

e) Comparison with LARP

34. The LARP envisages livelihood restoration for DPs losing more than 10% of the 
agricultural or non-agricultural productive assets. The DPs including the informal settlers 
losing more than 10% of agricultural productive assets are entitled to two times annual harvest 
yields (at verified market rates) for all types of crops (inclusive of hay) and trees from the area 
affected by the land take, for all severely affected households. If this amount is less than 3 
months minimum subsistence allowance, 3 months of minimum subsistence allowance will be 
paid instead. DPs including informal settlers are entitled to 3 months of minimum subsistence 
for losing more than 10% of non-agricultural productive assets. 

35. The CR2-1 section covers 1 informally used land plot. The livelihood restoration 
compensation was calculated based on socio-economic study during the LARP preparation. 
The amount to be delivered to the AH is GEL 5392. As per LARP compensation matrix, the 
amount to be delivered for the livelihood restoration should be rechecked during the LARP 
implementation. The socio-economic conditions as well as dependency of the livelihood on 
the land plot # 16 of the co-user has to be considered when delivering the livelihood restoration 
to the land co-users. 

f) Compliance

36. For the section covered by this CR2-1, GEL 5392 is to be delivered to the users of one 
land plot (# 16). Other Sections of CR2-1 are LAR free and therefore are in compliance with 
the approved LARP and requirements of SPS 2009.  

IV. GRIEVANCES

37. According to LARP a Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) has been established to 
allow an DP appealing any disagreeable decision, practice or activity arising from land or other 
assets compensation, or any other aspect of project implementation. 

38. The GRM consists of the project-specific systems established at the municipal level 
and a regular system established at RD. Grievance Redress Committees (GRCE) were 
established at a municipal level as a project-specific instrument, and will function for the 
duration of Project implementation. The Grievance Redress Commission (GRCN) was formed 
as an informal structure within the RD to record and ensure grievance review and resolution.

39. GRCEswere established in Kazbegi and Dusheti Municipalities. GRCEs consist of 6-7 
members including the local government, male and female DPs. The tables below list the 
members of GRCE at municipality levels. 

Table 4 – GRCE at Kazbegi Municipality 

Name Position Telephone/email Status

Shota Batsikadze Representative of 
Resettlement Division at RD 577613302 Conveyor; 

Contact person

 Archil Jorbenadze
Representative of LAR 
Commission (GRCN) of 
RDMRDI

591403038 Member 
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Givi Chkareuli Representative of Mayor in 
Kobi village 598240334 Member 

Secretary

Kakha Chopikashvili
Representative of Kobi 
village in Sakrebulo of 
Kazbegi municipality

595555918 Member

Artur Abaev Representative of Aps 555446125 Member

Fatima Koblova Representative of Kobi 
population 599567894 Member

Table 5 – GRCE at Dusheti Municipality 

Name Position Telephone/email Status

Shota Batsikadze Representative of Resettlement 
Division at RD 577613302 Conveyor; 

Contact person

Archil Jorbenadze
Representative of LAR 
Commission (GRCN) of 
RDMRDI

591403038 Member 

Tengiz Bedoidze Representative of Mayor in 
Kvesheti 551102790 Member

Ketevan Kakhurashvili Elected Representative of 
Kvesheti village 591113463 Member

Ushangi Zakaidze Representative of APs 595012903 Member

Vasiko Burduli Representative of Kvesheti 
population (Male) 597212120 Member

Marta Mezvrishvili Representative of Kvesheti 
population (Female) 555916273 Member

40. GRCN consists of 17 permanent members, two secretaries and three non-permanent 
members without the right of vote. The table below describes lists the members of the 
GRCN. As per LARP, The Grievance Redress Commission (GRCN) was formed by 
the order of the Head of the RD.  

41. The order states that if necessary, a representative of local authorities, NGOs, 
auditors, APs and any other persons or  entities can be included in the Commission as 
its members. No NGOs or APs representatives are included in GRCN currently

Table 6 – Members of GRCN 

No Name of Member Position
1 Irakli Karseladze Head of the Commission
2 Aleksandre Tevdoradze Deputy Head of the Commission
3 Levan Kupatashvili Member
4 Giorgi Tsereteli Member
5 Koba Gabunia Member
6 Salome Tsurtsumia Member
7 Pikria Kvernadze Member
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8 Davit Sajaia Member
9 Giorgi Eragia Member
10 Nodar Agniashvili Member
11 Mikheil Ujmajuridze Member
12 Nino Mtsuravishvili Member
13 Gia Sopadze Member
14 Akaki Mshvidobadze Member
15 Davit Kaladze Member
16 Davit Getsadze Member
17 Pavle Gamkelidze Member
18 Girogi Tsagareli Non-permanent member of commission
19 Mariam Begiashvili Non-permanent member of commission
20 Archil Jorbenadze Non-permanent member of commission

42. The complaints and grievances from the DPs are addressed through the process 
described in the table below. 

Table 7 – Grievance Resolution Process

Steps Process

Step 1 The complaint is informally reviewed by the focal point at the village level, which 
takes all necessary measures to resolve the dispute amicably. 

Step 2  If the grievance is not solved at the previous level, the municipality level LAR 
representative will assist the aggrieved APs to formally lodge the grievances with 
the respective GRCE at the municipality level. The aggrieved APs will lodge the 
complaint if there is failure of negotiation at the village level and produce 
documents supporting his/her claim.

 The GRCE member secretary will review the complaint and prepare a Case File 
for a GRCE hearing and resolution. A formal hearing will be held with the GRCE 
at a date fixed by the GRCE member secretary in consultation with the conveyor 
and the aggrieved APs.

 On the date of the hearing, the aggrieved AP will appear before the GRCE at the 
village office and produce evidence in support of his/her claim. The member 
secretary will note down the statements of the complainant and document all 
procedures. 

 The decisions will be issued by the conveyor and signed by other members of the 
GRCE. The case record will be communicated to the complainant  by the LAR 
Team at the village level. 

The grievance redress at this stage shall be completed within 4 weeks. 

Step 3 If the aggrieved AP is unsatisfied with the GRCE decision at the municipality level, the 
next option will be to lodge grievances with the Grievance Redress Commission 
(GRCN) at the Resettlement Division of the RD at the national level within two weeks 
after receiving the decision from GRCE. The complainants must produce documents 
supporting his/her claim. The GRCN will review the GRCE hearing records and convey 
its decisions to the aggrieved APs within four weeks after receiving the complaint. 
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Steps Process

Step 4 If the RD decision fails to satisfy the aggrieved APs, they can pursue further action by 
submitting their case to the appropriate court of law (local courts) without reprisal.

The aggrieved AP can take legal action over the amount of compensation or any other 
issues, e.g. occupation of their land by the contractor without their consent, damage or 
loss of their property, restrictions on the use of land/assets, environmental concerns 
such as dust caused by the contractor’s machinery, etc.   

Step 5 Should the GRM process be exhausted without satisfactory resolution, a DP 
may bring a grievance to ADB  for consideration. 

43. Grievance redress log was reviewed. 2 Grievances for the sections covered in CR2-1 
have been received by Roads Department.. 

44. The co-user of the land plot # 16 (V.B.) has applied to RD with the two letters on 
October 10 and October 16 2019. In one letter (Grievance 1) co-user of the land plot #16 is 
stating that no compensation should be disbursed for the land plot # 16 without his consent. 
In another letter (Grievance 2), the co-user has explained that in 2018 the user has applied to 
NAPR for the registration, but was refused due to land’s locations within the ranges of the river 
bed, in his letter he is asking to provide the project design and the current condition of the river 
bed in relation to the project.  RD replied to the complainant on November 13, 2019 providing 
with situational map of the land plot in relation to the project, additionally explaining in the letter 
that the river bed varies. 

45. Several grievances related to the project as a whole (not specifically related to LAR in 
the sections covered by CR 2-1) have been received and are being addressed. 

46. On November 28, 2018, non-governmental organization CENN has applied with a 
letter to ADB, Parliament of Georgia, Ministry of Environment Protection and Agriculture of 
Georgia, Ministry of Regional Development and Infrastructure of Georgia. The letter informed 
the above-mentioned parties regarding the general negative position of CENN towards the 
project. 

47. On 31 of July, 2019 Giga Chokheli  activist and LAR affected person from Khada 
Valley/Protect the Khada Valley has applied to EBRD Project Complaint Mechanism (PCM) 
and ADB with a letter expressing his attitude towards the project on behalf of local population. 
Additionally, on September 24, 2019 Giga Chokheli has applied to EBRD PCM with an email 
expressing additional concerns about land compensation rate and possible cultural heritage 
sites demolition. 

48. The meeting was held with Giga Chokheli (and other complainants not pertaining to 
this CR2-1) on September 25-26, 2019 in MRDIRD, Tbilisi. The meeting was attended by RD, 
LTD Gamma, ADB and EBRD representatives. Among other issues discussed, issue 
regarding the land registration processes, through which the RD rapidly registered the 
unregistered plots under the RoW. According to the notes of the meeting Mr. Chokheli claimed 
that informal users of land would suffer being denied due compensations. The RD explained 
that any AP who presents the required documents for land legalization is still eligible for full 
compensation. The above should be no hindrance to the locals so long as they can present 
the necessary documents for legalizable land.

49. In his letter Mr. Chockheli mentioned several cases of land registrations, although not 
all the cases were described in details. His letter contained land plots in the villages described 
in the table below. The villages were checked against the sections of CR2-1. The table and 
maps below describe the land plots registered by RD and NASP in the sections of CR2-1. No 
users were identified during the inventory studies and LARP preparation period for these 
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particular land plots. To avoid further speculations with the land plots, unregistered land plots 
without identified users were registered, although this will be no barrier to the locals who own 
the necessary documents for legalization.  Table 8 – RD/NAPR Registrations covered in CR2-
1 

Village N of Plots as per Mr. Chokheli Grievance
Rostiani 5
Kvesheti 7
Arakhveti 10
Benian-Begoni 8
Zakatkari 18

Iukho 4
Mugure 2

Tskere 3

Figure 7 - RD/NAPR Registrations km 0+400 – km 0+800 
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Figure 8 - RD/NAPR Registrations km 2+100 - km 2+500

Figure 9 - RD/NAPR Registrations km 3+600 - km 5+300

Figure 10 - RD/NAPR Registrations km 8+550 - km 10+050
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Figure 11 - RD/NAPR Registrations km 8+550 - km 10+050

V. INFORMATION DISSEMINATION AND PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS
50. According to LARP, community consultations were arranged at various locations 
through public meetings from May 2018 during the detailed design study to September 2018, 
during the preparation of the final LARP. Consultations involved presentations of the Project 
and open discussions. The contents of the presentations included various aspects such as 
project/design features, a video presenting a model of the new road, core resettlement policy 
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principles, project impacts and losses, eligibility and entitlements, LAR processes and the 
GRM. In total, 10 consultations and meetings are listed in LARP Road Section. 

Date Location Type of consultations Males Females Total

14.05.2018 Kvesheti APs and wider community 
members 15 1 16

06.07.2018 Kvesheti, Mughere, 
Zakatkari

FGDs 8 12 20

30.08.2018 Zakatkari, Arakhveti & 
Bedoni

FGDs (mixed) 4 5 9

30.08.2018 Beniani- Begoni FGD (mixed) 13 6 19

30.08.2018 Kobi & Almasiani FGDs (mixed) 5 3 8

14.09.2018 Tskere Consultations with Aps 1 3 4

14.09.2018 Beniani & Begoni Consultations with Aps 4 6 10

15.09.2018 Kvesheti Consultations with Aps 20 5 25

15.09.2018 Zakatkari Face to face discussion 4 2 6

09.01.2019 Kvesheti Public consultation 24 3 27

Total 98 46 144

51. Public Information Booklet (PIB) was prepared and distributed among DPs in order to 
ensure that DPs, their representatives, and local government agencies in the Project area are 
informed about the Project, and that they fully understand the LAR process, compensation 
entitlements, rehabilitation packages applicable to the Project and available GRM. 

52. A Copy of the final LARP in English is disclosed on ADB’s7 website July, 2019, while 
a copy of the final LARP in Georgian is disclosed on the RD website8 and at RD offices. The 
LARP in Georgian is also available to the DPs at the relevant municipality offices. 

VI. EXPROPRIATION

53. No expropriation cases are covered by CR2-1. 

VII. STATUS OF EVACUATION

54. All land area impacted by CR2-1 is available and unencumbered. 

VIII. SURVEY OF DPS

7 https://www.adb.org/projects/51257-001/main#project-documents
8 http://www.georoad.ge/?lang=geo&act=pages&func=menu&pid=1536737215

https://www.adb.org/projects/51257-001/main#project-documents
http://www.georoad.ge/?lang=geo&act=pages&func=menu&pid=1536737215
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55. The sections covered by this compliance report cover only 1 informal user of the land. 
The AH has not been compensated yet and the land informally used by the AH will not be 
accessed until the compensations for informal land use, trees, fence and allowances are 
delivered. Since the majority of the road segments covered by this CR2-1 is LAR free and 
there is only one informally used land plot that is being disputed by co-users and 
implementation is not completed, no satisfaction survey has been conducted. 

IX. LESSONS LEARNED

56. N/A

X. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
57. As documented by this Compliance Report there are no compensations to be 
distributed to DPs of the Kvesheti - Kobi Road for the road segments between km 2+100 - km 
2+500; km 3+600 - km 5+300; km 8+550 -km 10+050. The land plot # 16 co-users have to 
receive compensation for informal land use, other assets and respective allowances for the 
land plot located between km 0+400 – km 0+800. The land plot will not be accessed by the 
contractor until the due compensation is delivered to the co-users. 

58. In consideration of the above this CR concludes that the partial implementation of 
LARP Road Section along the road segments of the Kvesheti-Kobi Road between km 0+400 
- km 0+800 (except only one land plot # 16); km 2+100 - km 2+500; km 3+600 - km 5+300; 
km 8+550 -km 10+050 complies with the provisions of the LARP, the requirements of the 
ADB’s SPS 2009, and the relevant Laws of the Republic of Georgia. 

59. Based on the above conclusion this CR establishes conditions of readiness to start the 
implementation of early civil works along the road segments of the Kvesheti-Kobi road 
between km 0+400 - km 0+800 (except only one land plot # 16); km 2+100 - km 2+500; km 
3+600 - km 5+300; km 8+550 -km 10+050 and recommends the request to ADB of a letter of-
no-objection to initiate road construction. 


